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Checklists & Components

Door Overview

Please check all components for any 
visible damage, if there is any please 
contact your supplier.

1 Head Plate

2 Guides

3 Full Box

4 Tube End

5 Barrel

6 Security Straps

7 Curtain

8 Motor
10    11     12     13          7             15           14

 2   1  3       4      5     6              7     8       9         1

Equipment Required

• 2 x Step ladders or hop ups

• Spirit level

• Tape measure

• Power drill

• Pozi- screwdriver or drive bits

• 4mm, 7mm and 10mm Metal drill bit

• 7mm Masonry drill bit

• Hacksaw

• Small electrical screwdriver

• 4mm A/F Allen key

• Permanent Marker Pen

• Silicone Gun

• Silicone Sealer

Rollerdor Component Checklist

• Top Box Assembly: consisting of Barrel, motor, tub end,
locking straps, header plates Qty 2, front (L shape) & rear
(C shape) case, slats, endlocks and base rail with rubber
(safety edge will be on base rail if purchased).

• One Pair of Guide Runners.

• Winding handle with stem or external override system.

• Control System.

• Fixings Kit (Qty 10: 5 x 50 screws 7mm brown rawl plugs,
plastic caps and Qty 1 plastic adjustment wand).

Please note: fixings supplied work on the majority of 
materials but if you know that you require specialized 
fixing please replace with these.

9 Motor Plate

10 Guide Rail

11 Plastics Caps

12 End Lock

13 Base Rail

14 Handsets

15 Receiver Box and 
switches (if any 
purchased) Diagram 1
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Important Safety 
Instructions

The TD55 must be installed and 
operated in accordance with the 
instructions supplied; failure to do so 
could result in damage to your door 
and compromise your safety.

These fitting instructions are for guidance only, you should always assess your building construction 
for installation as each opening has its own specific needs.

Please read these instructions carefully and in full before commencing the installation of your TD55 
product.

Warning And Guidance Notes

1 At least TWO people are required to install this 
product.

2 Prior to installing please remove all rings, 
watches and sharp objects to avoid any 
possibility of damage.

3 Prior to installing please remove any items of 
loose clothing to avoid any risk of entanglement 
or injury.

4 Your TD55 comes complete with a 3 pin plug as 
standard (this is supplied and must be fitted with 
a 13amp fuse) which should be plugged straight 
into a 13amp 3 pin switched socket in the vicinity 
of your door, should you need any extra electrical 
work. This must be carried out by a suitably 
qualified person, if you have  
any doubts please consult an electrician.

5 Your control system should be installed in 
a location that is at a comfortable height to 
operate, but out of the easy reach of children.

6 Please do not allow children to operate the TD55 
as serious injury can occur from misuse.

7 Warning: you must have a clear line of sight of 
the whole of your curtain when it is in operation. 
Failure to do so may result in harm to persons or 
damage.
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1 Check all measurements of 
your opening (fig.1.1) as well 
as the measurements of your 
new delivered TD55 against 
your confirmation (fig.1.2) 
to make sure everything is 
correct.

2 Carefully remove any, 
frames, doors, shutters or 
anything else as required, so 
that you are left with a clear 
opening to work with.

3 Sweep down the sides and 
lintel with a stiff brush and 
clear all debris.

4 Make sure the opening is 
free from any raised metal or 
brick work.

1. Preparing Site for Installation

fig.1.1

fig.1.2
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Notes
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Requirements For The Opening & Taking Measurements

>All measurements should be taken from
multiple places and the smallest size used.

> Please make us aware of any heating pipes, water pipes, ducts, electrical
cables or anything else that may impede the installation of your new door.

View From Inside Garage

Name: Address:

Tel:

Standard Back Fixing In-between Fixing Limited Fixing Back & Between Fixing

Roll Under Lintel Half & Half Roll Above Lintel

PLAN OF WHERE TO TAKE MEASUREMENTS

Name
Tel

Address

REQUIREMENTS FOR THE OPENING & TAKING MEASUREMENTS

Company Registration Number. 10676267
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2. Preparing Guide Runners
for Installation

1 We use 2 types of guide runners whichever 
is supplied with your kit will be marked 
with the letter ‘F’ to indicate the front, as 
seen in (fig.2.1 type 1) and (fig.2.1 type 2). 
This marked face will fit against the wall 
for a standard back fixing or face out of the 
opening for a between fixing (fig.2.5).

2 Your guide runners are supplied oversize and 
need to be CUT down to size, check the lintel 
is level then measure from floor to lintel both 
sides before referring to (fig.2.6) and making 
the cuts as necessary (for best results the 
cut end on wants to be on the floor when 
installing).

3 Offer both cut guide runners up against the 
walls they will be fixed to and mark the fixing 
points, either on the flat face for a behind 
fixing (fig.2.3) or for a between fixing in 
the opening (fig.2.4). For best results these 
should be as follows;

A Top fixing between 50mm to 100mm 
down from the top of the guide rail. 

B Bottom fixing 50mm to 100mm up 
from the floor. 

C Marking as many fixings as necessary 
but must be at least one extra fixing, 
spread these evenly between the two 
already marked points on the guide 
runners so that you have a secure fix. 

D Drill a 7mm hole all the way through 
each of the marks on the guide 
runners and then drill a 10mm hole 
to countersink through the first layer 
only so you can get the screw head 
through.

Front Face

Front Face

fig.2.1 type 1)

fig.2.1 type 2)

fig.2.2

fig.2.4

fig.2.3
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Fixing Options

Below Lintel Fixing:
Cut guide runners to measured height less 210mm.

Limited Opening Fixing:
Measure from floor to highest point, deduct 210mm and cut guide runners to size.

Behind Lintel Fixing:  
Cut guide runners to measured height.

LINTEL

ROOF OR
JOISTS

GUIDE
RUNNER

GUIDE
RUNNER

GUIDE
RUNNER

TOP
ROLL

TOP
ROLL

TOP
ROLL

LINTEL LINTEL

ROOF OR
JOISTS

Behind lintel fixing’ 3Limited opening fixing 2Below lintel fixing 1

205
MM

< 
   

> 205
MM

< 
    

    
 >

205
MM

< 
  

    
    

>

ROOF OR
JOISTS

1 2 3

fig.2.6

Standard Back Fixing

In Between Fixing

fig.2.5
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1 Place your hop ups / step ladders and 
one guide runner each side of the 
opening.

2 If you have a safety edge system on 
your TD55 then check the header plate 
stem as you may need to remove the 
securing screw (fig.3.1).

3 With 1 person at each end, carefully 
lift the header plate up into place and 
insert into the hollow section of guide 
(fig.3.2), this can be made easier by 
slightly tilting the guide runner. Please 
note* if you have a safety edge system 
you may need to feed the base rail into 
the mouth of the guide runner.

4 Lift the whole unit flush into place 
and check that the top box and guide 
runners are plumb level and square 
(fig.3.3 & fig.3.4).

5 Drill your fixing through the top hole in 
the guide runners and secure into place 
(fig.3.5).

6 Check the case and guide runners are 
still level and square, then proceed to 
drill a 7mm fixing through the remaining 
holes, remembering to check the guide 
runners are square and plumb after 
each fixing.

7 Check to make sure all fixings have not 
caused the front fascia to be pulled in, 
as this will rub against the slats causing 
damage and scratching to the face.

8 Making sure 1 person is holding the 
back case in place remove any screws 
from each end and keep safe for later, 
then lift the backcase up so it can be 
removed to expose the curtain of the 
door (fig.3.6) & (fig.3.7).

fig.3.1

fig.3.3

fig.3.5

fig.3.4

fig.3.6

fig.3.2

3. Installing Header Assembly
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1 (For IMO system) remove winding stem 
from your winding handle where it has 
been taped securely (fig.3.10.IMO). (For 
EMO system) remove metal shaft via the 
plastic circlet (fig.3.8.EMO).

2 Remove screw from end of stem and 
keep safe for later.

3 You may need to cut cable ties (fig.3.9) 
to release curtain then feed base rail into 
the mouth of the guide runner. 

4 Insert winding stem through pre-drilled 
hole in header plate. Turn to release 
more curtain into guides, roughly 8 slats 
in total, remove winding stem and keep 
safe for later.

fig.3.8.EMO

fig.3.9

fig.3.10.IMO

fig.3.7
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RD20X2SOM ANSA Wireless S/E Kit
see pdf downloads for further 
information

4. Installing Control System
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1 Press and hold the up button on receiver box so the curtain starts to roll up around the barrel, keep 
going until the motor stops or press the stop button if you get to 300mm (roughly 4 slats) from the top.

2 There are 2 straight line arrows on the head of the motor, these are to show you the direction that the 
limit nearest to it controls, place the plastic wand in to the limit with the arrow pointing towards the 
front case (fig.5.1) and turn 10 times in the negative direction, negative (–) and positive (+) are marked 
on the head of the motor and are the same direction for both limits.

3 Press and hold the up button and the curtain will travel to the top and should stop on its own, if the 
curtain gets to 100mm from the top of guide runners (roughly 2 slats) and hasn’t stopped, then stop the 
curtain and take it back down to 300mm from top of guides (roughly 4 slats) turn again 15 times in the 
negative direction, take the curtain up and repeat until the curtain does stop before it gets to 100mm 
from top.  

4 For Somfy Rollixo ONLY: Turn the limit towards the positive direction (+) and after each couple of turns, 
use the buttons on the control box to close the curtain slightly before opening it again each time moving 
a little higher. Keep doing this until there is one full slat in the guide runners. Take the curtain down a 
little and back up to make sure you are happy.

For every other control system: Whilst holding the up button turn the wand in the positive direction 
and the curtain will start to judder up, keep going until there is only the last slat in the guides. Take the 
curtain down a little and back up to make sure you are happy.

5 Move the plastic wand in to the other limit with the arrow pointing towards you (fig.5.2) and turn 10 
times in the negative direction.

fig.5.1

5. Setting Motor Limits
(STANDARD MOTOR)

fig.5.2
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6 Press and hold the down button so the curtain closes, it 
should stop before it touches the floor if this is not the 
case take the curtain back up 300mm off the floor and 
turn again 15 times in the negative direction, take the 
curtain back down and repeat until the curtain does stop 
before it reaches the floor.

7 For Somfy Rollixo ONLY: Turn the limit towards the 
positive (+) direction. After each couple of turns, open the 
curtain slightly and then close it each time closing a bit 
further.

For all other control systems: Whilst holding the closed 
button on the handset turn the wand in the positive 
direction and the curtain will start to judder down.

8 Keep repeating until the curtain it fully compressed and 
pressure is applied from the top via the locking strap. The 
ideal finish position of the curtain is to have the top of 
the guide runner exactly in the middle of the very top slat 
(fig.5.4) but no more than 1 full slat above the top of the 
guide runner (fig.5.3) if there is more than this you will 
need to remove the extra slats.

9 Once you are happy with your finished limit positions you 
will need to secure the top box, with the curtain in the 
closed position you will have access to the entire top box 
assembly. The securing fixings are best done forwards 
through the flanges of the header plate for a behind fixing 
(fig.5.5) or for a between fixing through the header plate 
itself.

10 Close the door down to make sure the curtain doesn't 
catch anywhere and the front case is not bowed in so as 
to rub on the curtain during operation, then seal down the 
sides and along the top case as needed (silicone sealant 
is recommended).

11 Take winding stem and screw. Insert winding stem into 
the motor through pre-drilled hole in header plate, then 
secure in place with screw on top.

PLEASE NOTE! You will see there are optional 
fixing positions on the straps for them to be 
screwed to the barrel, these are not needed but if 
you would like to do this 

PLEASE BE WARNED that no screws can be 
secured 650mm from the head of the motor as 
you will damage the motor!

fig.5.3

fig.5.4

fig.5.5
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PLEASE NOTE! You will see there are optional fixing positions on the straps for them 
to be screwed to the barrel, these are not needed but if you would like to do this 

PLEASE BE WARNED that no screws can be secured 650mm from the head of the 
motor as you will damage the motor!

fig.6.1

fig.6.2

fig.6.3

fig.6.4

6. Setting Motor Limits
(SOMFY MOTOR)

1 Your somfy motor comes with a limit cap cover, remove and keep 
the cover safe for later (fig.6.1 & 6.2).

2 Using a screw driver press both limits all the way in so when you 
release they will click and hold in place (fig.6.3).

3 Press and hold the up button on receiver box so the curtain starts 
to roll up around the barrel, keep going until there is 1 full slat left in 
the guide runner.

4 Using a screw driver press in and release the coloured limit for the 
open / up direction as per diagram (fig.6.5).

5 Run the curtain down until fully compressed and pressure is applied 
from the top via the locking strap. The ideal finishing position of the 
curtain is to have the top of the guide runner exactly in the middle 
of the very top slat (fig.6.7) but no more than 1 full slat above the 
top of the guide runner (fig.6.6) if there is more than this you will 
need to remove the extra slats.

6 Using a screw driver press in and release the coloured limit for the 
close/down direction as per diagram (fig.6.5).  

7 Run the curtain all the way to the top limit to check it stops in the 
correct position, then run the curtain all the way to the bottom 
limit to check it stops at the correct position and if happy, replace 
the cap to cover the limits (fig.6.1). If the limits are incorrect repeat 
procedure from start.

8 Once you are happy with your finished limit positions you will need 
to secure the top box, with the curtain in the closed position you will 
have access to the entire top box assembly. The securing fixings 
are best done forwards through the flanges of the header plate for 
a behind fixing (fig.6.8) or for a between fixing through the header 
plate itself.

9 Close the door curtain to make sure it doesn't catch anywhere and 
the front case is not bowed in so as to rub on the curtain during 
operation, then seal down the sides and along the top case as 
needed (silicone sealant is recommended).
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fig.6.5

fig.6.6

fig.6.8

fig.6.7
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7. Installation of Back Case

1 Lift the back case to offer up into place and 
mark for winding stem and if needed the wire 
gland (fig.7.1).

2 Take down and place on a flat surface (fig.7.2), 
then cut out the slots needed (fig.7.3).

3 Clean up any loose or rough edges (fig.7.4).

4 Lift the back case up as close to the winding 
stem and gland as possible, hook the back 
case into the top lip where the two cases meet 
(fig.7.5) and slide across to go all the way to the 
edge of the header plate, making sure when it is 
all the way over that the whole of the two cases 
are slotted together.

5 With the self-tapping screw provided, secure 
through the back case into the bottom flange 
of the header plate on both sides (fig.7.6).

fig.7.1

fig.7.2

fig.7.3

Completed

fig.7.4

fig.7.6

fig.7.5
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8. Optional Extras - Installation
RDEROM External Override Kit

1 Mark the height you require your external override 
to go through the wall and drill a 25mm hole 
through the wall all the way.

2 Place the longer thinner plastic tube into the hole 
so the end is flush with the front of the brick work 
(fig.8.1) the rest of the tube will be inside the 
garage (fig.8.2) mark tube where the wall line is 
and then cut the tube to size.

3 Detach the universal joint from the long internal 
arm by removing the pin and keep the pin safe for 
later (fig.8.3).

4 Use a 2mm allen key to remove all 4 grub screws 
from the cylindrical attachment and remove 
from bar (fig.8.5 & fig.8.6). Measure the length 
of the plastic tube and cut the bar from the 
universal joint (fig.8.4) so it is 120mm shorter 
than this measurement, then slide the cylindrical 
attachment back on the bar but only 20mm before 
securing in place with 2 grub screws (fig.8.6) 
remaining 2 grub screws are not needed.

5 Insert the shaft all the way into the plastic tube, 
then insert the tube into the wall from the inside, 
the tube should be flush on the outside (fig.8.7), 
with the universal joint vertical, mark the 2 fixing 
points then drill and secure to the wall.

6 Your external fixing plate is universal with 
directions of rotation depending on what side your 
motor is on, it needs to be put together with the 
lock (fig.8.8).

fig.8.5 fig.8.6

fig.8.4

fig.8.3

fig.8.2

fig.8.1
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7 To assemble the lock first place the flat washer 
onto the lock cylinder, then slide the faceplate on 
the correct way round (left hand motor = close 
on the left, right hand motor = close on the right), 
then place the indented washer on with the 
indents facing inwards followed by the locking nut 
and tighten (fig.8.9).

8 Take the lock and plate to the outside and place 
in plastic tube the correct way up (if the lock wont 
go all the way in so it is flush against the wall you 
may need to adjust the barrel or cylinder on the 
universal joint), mark the 4 fixing points before 
removing and drilling fixings, reinsert the locking 
plate and fix into position (fig.8.10).

9 Remove the plastic clip from the end of the long 
shaft (fig.8.11) this will release the shaft for the 
motor, remove the screw from the end of shaft and 
the support collar then insert the shaft into the top 
box, once past the header plate place the collar 
back on and then continue to insert the shaft into 
the motor, once all the way through re attach the 
screw in the end to hold in place (fig.8.12)

fig.8.7

fig.8.9

fig.8.8

fig.8.11

fig.8.10

fig.8.12
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fig.8.13

fig.8.15

fig.8.17fig.8.14 fig.8.16

10 Reconnect the universal joint at the wall to the long shaft 
making sure it is straight (fig.8.13) then take it up to the joint as 
the motor shaft end, you can change the angle by adjusting the 
position of the collar inside the header box and securing in place 
(fig.8.12), once happy with the position, measure, mark and then 
cut the long shaft to size.

11 Drill a 5mm hole in the end of the long shaft in line with hole in 
the joint, slide the large short plastic tube over the end of the 
long shaft (fig.8.14) then slide the long shaft into the joint before 
reattach the plastic pic through hole (fig.8.15).

12 The External override kit is now installed (fig.8.16) remove 
the lock and test to make sure everything works as it should 
by inserting the handle into the cylinder head hole (fig.8.17) 
making sure the handle shaft lines up and seats all the way in 
before turning.

13 Lastly check the handle inside to make sure this works as well, 
slide the plastic cover on the long shaft (fig.8.14) up to reveal 
the handle (fig.8.13), remove the metal pin (fig.8.3) to release 
the handle, bend joints to make handle shape and test before 
reattaching.
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Optional Extras - Installation
RDEOBP External Override Kit

1 You’re RDEOBP external override kit is made up 
of 3 parts (fig.8.19).

2 Mark the height you require your external 
override to go through the wall and drill a 22mm 
hole through the wall all the way.

3 Place the plastic tube into the hole from the front 
with the plate flush against the outside wall and 
mark the 4 holes for fixing the plate (fig.8.20).

4 Then go inside and mark the length to cut off 
the plastic insert (fig.8.18).

5 Remove from the wall, drill 4 fixings outside and 
cut plastic tube to size then reinsert in wall.

6 Insert universal joint at bottom of shaft into the 
plastic tube end and mark 2 fixing holes (fig.8.21).

7 Mark the length you need to cut the shaft to make 
fit with stem.

8 Cut shaft to size and drill a 5mm hole in the shaft 
so you can reapply clip to attach shaft to stem.

9 Drill fixing holes for universal joint.

10 Attach shaft to stem with clip and place universal 
joint into plastic tube and screw to wall (fig.8.22).

11 Remove lock and check to make sure the unit 
turns.

fig.8.22

fig.8.19

fig.8.20

fig.8.18

fig.8.21
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